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Objectives of the Course:
 To further develop students’ critical ability to describe and articulate thoughts and experiences.
 To gain confidence in manipulating a variety of forms in two and three dimensions
 To familiarize students with the cultural context within which design takes place.
 To introduce materiality and human scale in the design process
 To experiment with a wide variety of presentation techniques (written, verbal and graphic).
Learning Outcomes:
After completion of the course students are expected to be able to:
 Identify simple elements of architectural design and their relationships in three dimensional space
and apply this knowledge to their design proposals.
 Associate the cultural context within which design takes place with architectural proposals.
 discuss of the concept of dwelling in relation to social, economic, environmental issues
 examine issues of scale and body, materiality, comfort, flexibility in design
 illustrate verbal and visual/written presentation skills
 employ model making, collage, plans and sections, mixed media techniques effectively in order to
communicate their ideas

Course Contents:
 brief analysis
 activity mappings
 activity-event research
 materiality through a unit - module
 model making techniques
 mixed media representation
 design process
 plan section and elevation skills
 space planning basics
Learning Activities and Teaching Methods:
Lectures, individual instruction, group discussion, assignments, design based projects, library
assignments
Assessment Methods:
Problem analysis, research, conceptual development, project development, quality of the final
product
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